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Some National Recycling Coalition members are sounding the alarm about a newly burgeoning and often
hazardous wastestream: vaporizer (“vape”) pens with disposable plastic/metal “pods,” attached to sealed
batteries, used to deliver both nicotine and cannabis concentrates to smokers. These products are exacerbating
existing packaging issues with cannabis flowers and edibles sold to consumers in flexible film plastic or a wide
variety of other plastic containers and lids. None of these packaging options offer much hope of end-of-life
recycling (not dissimilar to other pharmaceutical containers).

Recyclers may already be aware of longstanding environmental issues around illegal growing operations of
traditional cannabis plants, including damage to public lands and waterways. Now, recycling coordinators
attention will be required in every state where nicotine vape pens are sold and in the 18 US states plus
Washington DC, where recreational cannabis has been legalized to date (or 37 states total, including those
allowing medical use).

One NRC Board Member who works with waste haulers has reported collection vehicle fires likely caused by the
solvents used to extract more potent “concentrate” products from the plant’s flowers. Known as “hash oil,” the
high-inducing chemical THC is extracted from cannabis plants to create a potent liquid, which is containerized
and then attached to a battery-equipped device that “vaporizes” the oils for inhaling by users. An explosion and
fire related to these chemicals in Canoga Park, California in 2021 resulted in two deaths, and in 2020, 11
firefighters were injured battling another explosion and fire at a hash oil factory in downtown Los Angeles.

Some cannabis industry members are trying to pursue better outcomes, but are stymied by a lack of regulations
in general to govern producer responsibility. Local governments are often ill-equipped to assist with this new
problem on top of a long list of existing materials still needing attention, plus the inherent conflict-of-interest:
the products bring in a sizable tax revenue stream.

A Sustainable Cannabis Coalition exists and provides resources to growers; they appear to be focused on
reducing building- and operations-related impacts for greenhouse operations (lighting, energy). Another
nonprofit organization, The Cannabis Industry, offers a downloadable report, Sustainability in the Cannabis
Industry: Impacts, Best Management Practices, and Policy Considerations.

In October, 2021, STIIIZY, a leading vape pod brand (parent company Shryne Group), announced that it is
redesigning its packaging to be plastic-free, use less material and be recyclable. The company also offers a
collection program for spent batteries and pods at its downtown Los Angeles location and encourages customers
to find local metal recyclers in other areas.1

The US EPA and several regional EPAs are investigating the issues. One NRC member has worked with an
electronic recycling firm and a HHW site to find methods of collecting vape products from the public. The HHW
site described their method of handling the devices: 1) break open the device; 2) place the battery in the

1 Stiizy Debuts More Eco-Friendly Recyclable Outer Packaging, Rudy Sanchez, The Dieline.com, Oct. 2021.
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appropriate drum (usually the lithium ion drum, with tape on the ends of each battery); 3) nicotine and any
other liquids are packed in the poison drum.

A small Working Group is now forming at NRC to delve further into this issue and unearth further solutions. Is
someone in your state working on this issue? If you are an NRC member interested in this area and want to
participate, please send an email message to info@nrcrecycles.org .
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